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Abstract

Existing work of processing keyword searches on graph data focuses on efficiency of
result generation. However, being oblivious to user search intention, a query result may
contain multiple instances of user search target, and multiple query results may contain
information for the same instance of user search target. With the misalignment between
query results and search targets, a ranking function is unable to effectively rank the in-
stances of search targets. In this paper we propose the concept of target-aware query
results driven by inferred user search intention. We leverage the Information Theory
and develop a general probability model to infer search targets by analyzing return
specifiers, modifiers, relatedness relationships, and query keywords’ information gain.
Then we propose two important properties for a target-aware result: atomicity and in-
tactness. We develop techniques to efficiently generate target-aware results. Extensive
experimental evaluation shows the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
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1. Introduction

Keyword search provides a simple and user-friendly mechanism for information
search, and has become increasingly popular for accessing structured or semi-structured
data represented as knowledge graphs. A knowledge graph contains entity nodes with
attributes, and relationships between entities. Existing work of processing keyword
searches on knowledge graphs concentrates on efficiency instead of search quality [9]
and may fail to deliver high quality results. Let us look at a simple example.
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